
Reg-14 Responses: 
 
1. Dear Mrs Wilson 
  
Re: Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan 
  
Thank you for sending me the draft plan and the maps. This comprehensive document 
provides an excellent outline of the plan and I am in full agreement with all the proposals 
contained in it. Please pass on my thanks to members of the Parish Council for their hard 
work. 
 
2. Thank you for the parish plan received today, a lot of hard work I guess went into this and 
we have to thanks our PC for their efforts on our behalf. 
 
Can I raise query as I cant find the answer in the plan and that is on Map B where it is shaded 
in Yellow as planning granted, this is in Bartestree running along side the main road down the 
hill towards the hospice and would have been submitted by Mr Reynolds some time ago. I 
think it was for 40 or 50 houses near to the pumping station and between the travellers site. 
Its down as permission granted, have I missed something as I thought there had been loads of 
objections due to the exit onto the road and the lane running down of longworth lane. 
 
3.  I've just read through the draft plan, which arrived in the post this morning. 
I think it reads very well and reflects well on views I've heard from many residents over the last 
2 years. I'm also very happy with how the maps turned out. 
As young Mr Grace would say "you've all worked very hard" though in sometimes trying 
circumstances. 
Congratulations to everyone involved. 
 
4. I would like to thank the Steering Group for their excellent work with the Draft 
Neighbourhood Development Plan, which is a very clear document and gives an excellent 
picture of the overall views for the future.  I particularly appreciate that the country lanes 
leading off the A438 are noted to be unable to cope with increase in traffic should development 
take place along these lanes.  Parking around Lugwardine at St Mary’s end of school day and 
any big church occasions remains a big problem and I would love to see the provision for safer 
cycling in the parish, difficult though I see this is.  
Many thanks to all concerned. 
 
5. We would like to commend everyone involved with producing the above document. A very 
well presented piece of work, highlighting the important issues affecting future development in 
our area. May we thank everyone for giving their time to this project. 
 
6. I live on Cotts Lane towards the Worcester road end and would like to add my observations 
on the draft plan. My comments are limited to the Quarry Field area in Lugwardine as it is this 
that affects me more. 
    I was surprised to read that planning permission had been granted on yet another appeal 
having made a number of submissions previously and believed that the decision had been 
taken in our favour. My concerns are specifically about the access for vehicles both onto the 
Ledbury Road, where the entry point proposed is on a dangerous bend and somewhat 
unsighted, and especially the increased usage of Cotts Lane in the direction of the A4103. As 
is stated on page 7 of the proposal, "these are all true country lanes...effectively for their 
lengths single lane roads with passing spaces." I would point out that those passing places on 
Cotts Lane have grown up informally in recent years by traffic being forced into the verges or 



against hedgerows, and passing is at best tight even with 2 medium sized vehicles. Many of 
the drainage ditches have been disrupted and filled as a result, reducing water run off from the 
road and increasing run on from surrounding fields. This has contributed to the significant 
deterioration of the road surface, especially in the Quebbs Cottage/ Parklands section.  
    The volume of traffic has increased significantly over the years and is rather time specific, 
especially noticeable at the start and end of the school day. The lane is used as a rat run to 
St.Mary's school in Lugwardine with much of the traffic from the north of the city trying to 
avoid having to travel past the colleges and Tupsley to travel to the school or in the direction of 
Ledbury. Further complications arise with overspill parking from the Crown and Anchor pub 
and with parents picking up children at the end of the school day. Another 30 dwellings, 57.8% 
with 2 or more vehicles (figures from the plan) will add significantly to the congestion. I would 
ask someone to visit the lane on a weekday during term time between 8 and 9 am to see the 
problem, which already exists. Major upgrades of the lane would be essential beyond the New 
Court Farm corner. Pedestrian use of the lane is already perilous also. 
 
7. Thank you for the planning document recently received. 
My comments are as follows 
 
I am in full accordance with all the principles of the neighbourhood plans and support it 100% 
 
I would re-itterate the strategy that every house to be built has sufficient parking; together with 
space for visitors. 
It is obvious from existing dwellings that space is very limited for visitors.  It is also obvious 
that parking en bloc away from the dwellings have resulted in a very unloved area of ground 
where dumping often occurs. 
 
Bartestree and Lugwardine have expanded expedentionally already but the services have not.   
It would be beneficial if the New Inn, if not developed for its original purpose could be 
redeveloped as a medical centre. 
 
8. I would just like to tell you that I have read the above from cover to cover and to thank you 
and your colleagues for the obvious amount of hard work that has into this exercise.   I for one 
appreciate it! 
 
9. Just to let you know that I fully support all aspects of the draft NDP that was delivered to my 
house. 
 
10. Thank you for providing us with a copy of the above plan, which we have read with interest. 
  
Our only comment is the lack of availability of primary school facilities does not appear to have 
been mentioned. Our understanding is the Lugwardine Primary School is already full with no 
possibility of increasing its capacity. As there are no other primary schools within the parish 
then we assume this should have an impact on any future planning decisions. 
 
11. I have read the neighbourhood plan dated 23 November 2015 and offer the following 
comments even though I have not contributed at all to its development or to previous reviews. 
  
I didn't find mention of schooling provision. Presumably the extra houses will produce extra 
demand at least for the primary school - how will provision be made? Also, if a result is more 
traffic to/from the primary school it could make access to/from Hollylea Close and from 
Wilcroft Park to the A438 difficult at times. 



I access the A438 from Wilcroft Park. This has become progressively difficult, particularly when 
turning right, as traffic flow seems to be increasing. Also visibility to the left is poor due to 
hedges and there is a bend in the road not far away. More development to the south of the 
A438 will probably make the situation worse,  so will anything be done to help as part of the 
plan? 
In my experience broadband performance is not very good and cell phone access is non-
existent for most of the time. Is there an opportunity to improve these services as part of the 
plan and will further development in Bartestree exacerbate the problems? 
The New Inn has been closed for over a year and the site is approaching a derelict state - is 
there an opportunity to support its reuse as a pub or other community service that can be 
associated with the plan and with increased population? In the interim, can the owner be 
persuaded to make the site and building presentable? 
The bus shelter opposite the New Inn is effectively unusable as hedges obscure visibility of the 
road to the right and, therefore, makes it impossible to see a bus coming in time to signal for it 
to stop.  
The pavement to the left of the A438 when walking from Wilcroft Park towards the shop is 
made narrow by encroaching hedges, often down to one person. Presumably impossible for 
wheelchair users (I'm not one) and for people using prams, particularly with attendant children. 
Is this planning process an opportunity to improve this? 
There is mention in the plan of parking provision for new homes. Can anything be done to stop 
the practice of parking on pavements and too close to junctions - these practices are 
increasing near where I live in Hollylea Close. Also, parking opposite the entrance to Hollylea 
Close can make life difficult. 
Finally, it seems that the majority of the approvals for new developments are in Bartestree. 
There may well be good planning reasons for this but Lugwardine seems to have 'come off 
best'. 
  
Thank you for sending me a copy of the plan and thank you also to those who have put such a 
great deal of work into its development. Sorry to include so many items - I thought I'd take the 
opportunity while it presented itself. 
 
12. Dear Mrs Wilson, 
 
Thank you for sending me a copy of the plans, I am sorry that  
I was unable to attend the draft launch meeting last month to express my dissatisfaction with 
the process and the change in the plans. 
 
I am concerned that planning applications have now been approved particularly in Lugwardine 
despite your original consultation with us recommending sites in Lugwardine to be developed 
being completely different to the two which have now been given approval. I am happy to 
clarify this if it is not obvious from your summary of the last parish consultation held in the 
village hall in Bartestree about 2 years ago. 
 
Should the original now outdated modelling consultation not be redone in order to re-engage 
those disillusioned by the planning process, which has occurred in the interim? Please note 
that I am aware that the Parish Council did not support or approve these interim plans and am 
grateful for the difficult task you have been left to do. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 



13. Dear Mrs Wilson, 
                        With regards to BL8, 
      The conservation area in Lugwardine, within which new development would only be 
permitted in exceptional circumstances in which case why is most of the conservation area 
included in the new proposed settlement boundaries. Should the conservation area not be 
included in the new settlement boundaries at all... 
 
                               Yours sincerely   
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1. Verbose, repetitive, lacks evidence, contradictive, not easy to reference and not in line with / 
repeats higher plans. 
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2. NPPF 183 “Parishes…can use neighbourhood planning to: set planning POLICIES through 

neighbourhood plans to determine decisions on planning applications……”.  Thus the plan is only 
required to set the policies for planning officers of the planning authority to carry out their duties 
within the neighbourhood development area.  In the light of that: 
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3. The following sections / paragraphs are superfluous to the needs of the document: 

a. Summary of draft 
b. 1.1 Overview 
c. 1.3 How the neighbourhood development plan fits into the Planning system 
d. 1.4 Sustainability appraisal 
e. 1.5 Key issues 
f. 1.7 Community engagement and consultation 
g. 2 The core objectives and vision of the neighbourhood development plan 
h. 5. Risk assessment 

 
4. Whilst many of these were necessary in the early development of the plan, they are not required in 

the final plan and should be covered, if required, in the accompanying letters and documents. 
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5. If retained, many of the paras listed in para 3 above repeat information already stated or contained 

in higher plans. 
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6. In particular for para 3.4, there is no evidence why, at the second para, applications rejected or 

withdrawn have not been included.  It was never put to the Parish.  Similarly in the fourth para. 
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7. Under Summary of Draft, para 3, bullet point 4, and para 3.8, policy BL8, which determines from 

the Core Strategy policy LD4, historic character is to be conserved.  Yet the proposed settlement 
boundary shows 2 areas where this is not the case.   
 

8. There still remains considerable misunderstanding, as demonstrated in the first sentence of para of 
3.4, between the “village envelope or Settlement Boundary” as is commonly understood by 
Parishioners and the planning definition of the term Settlement Boundary.  The village envelope is 



a line including all the properties and public areas generally around the heart of the village(s).  
The planning definition of the term Settlement Boundary is the area within which there is a 
presumption in favour of residential development.   
 

9. There is no such presumption in the Conservation area, as Policy BL8 states “There is a 
conservation area in Lugwardine, within which new development would only be permitted in 
exceptional circumstances.”  Yet the field, Lottie’s Plot, north of St Peters Close, has been 
included within the Settlement Boundary.  Similarly, the land ESE of the road leading to St 
Michael’s Hospice and the old Bartestree Convent has been included within the Settlement 
Boundary even though it would affect the setting of 4 listed properties if developed.  Decisions 
over the inclusion of these sites were influenced by the results of a poll of 107 people who 
attended 2 consultation days.  The fact that there would be a poll and that the result would 
influence decisions was not made known to the remaining 1493 voting residents in the parish area.  
Hardly an inclusive and balanced result with majorities as low as 4! 
 

10. Similarly with Public Open Space (Green Spaces – BL9).  The policy protects them, but equally 
those on the edge of the Settlement Boundary should not be included as there is not presumption 
in favour of development.  E.g. the burial ground, the Village Hall and Playing fields and the 2 
INCA sites.  To be technically correct the other green spaces inside the Settlement Boundary 
should have their own boundaries around them. 
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11. The formatting of the document does not lend itself to being easily referenced.  The first 2 

sections have no para numbers.  When para numbers are introduced, the sub-para’s are then 
further divided without any identification. 
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12. Para’s 3.5 to 3.9 neither add to nor change anything to what is already covered by the Core 

Strategy and are not therefore required. 
 

13. Sites shown by the SHLAA to be of low/minor constraints and adjacent to the Settlement 
Boundary, without other mitigating factors (mineral deposits etc), have not been included. 

a. HLAA/366/001 
b. O/Bart/008 
c. HLAA/088/001 (Non disclosable pecuniary interest – owned by stepson) 
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15.  Date: 18 January 2016 19:49:33 GMT$
To: evewilsonmediator@tiscali.co.uk!
!
Dear Ms Wilson,!
!
I understand that I may well be too late in responding to you as regards the Bartestree 
Neighbourhood Development Plan but I do hope that this is not the case given my 
understanding of the communication I have in front of me. !
!
I am the owner / occupier of Stalls Farm House, Bartestree. HR1 4BY. My premies is to the 
southern side of the village playing fields and I own the 1 acre ʻpaddockʼ immediately adjacent 
(to the east) of Stalls Farm House !



!
Having considered the plan I am in broad support. However, I would like to make a formal 
request that the land described above as a ʻpaddockʼ to the East of Stalls Farm house is 
contained within the proposed development boundary. Whilst I have no immediate plans to 
submit development plans the size and location (immediately adjacent to the proposed 
boundary, and to areas that have recently been approved for planning) are adequately suited to 
the small scale development plans that the village community broadly support. Furthermore 
adequate access to this land is viable from existing access to Stalls Farmhouse. I see no 
reason why the NDPʼs proposed boundary could not be extended a very modest degree to 
consider my proposal.!
!
Please advise me on whether I need to submit this request in a more formal manner.!
!
Kind regards 
 
 
16.  
Subject: Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan 
Date: 17 January 2016 22:33:48 GMT 
To: evewilsonmediator@tiscali.co.uk 
 
Dear Eve, I have read the plan through several times and must congratulate all those who had a 
hand in putting it together.  
 
The vision of Lugwardine and Bartestree is one that I heartily agree with. The villages are semi-
rural and that should be at the heart of what we as a community should aspire to. 
 
I live in a grade 2 listed property so I was very interested to read the policy on conserving 
historic character. Part of the charm of the villages is the mix of properties of varying styles and 
ages, which I hope will continue. 
 
We do need more affordable homes but they need to be on small scale developments. The 
infrastructure of the villages is already under severe pressure, so I feel that if it is decided that 
dwellings in excess of the 152 already agreed should be built this should be a very gradual 
process.  
 
I have lived in the village for nearly 30 years and have seen volumes of traffic using the lanes 
around the villages increase dramatically in that time. I live on Whitestone Lane and have seen 
the verges being cut up by HGV's and other traffic exceeding the speed limit, so that the lane, 
my only access to the village apart from muddy footpaths or by car, has become a no go area 
for pedestrians.  In fact to catch the bus I have to park my car at the village hall. I would like to 
think that all areas of the villages should have safe access to the village centre and that traffic 
calming measures would be an essential part of the plan. These could include weight and speed 
restrictions on the country lanes and encouraging landowners to restrict height of boundàŕy 
hedges to aid visibility. 
 
I have other concerns over the capability of the sewerage system. There have been several 
instances of sewage overflowing in the Whitestone Lane area in the past so any further 
expansion of the villages would need to take this into account. 
 
Hope these are the type of comments you are interested in. 
 



 
17.  
Subject: Comments on the NDP 
Date: 16 January 2016 17:06:14 GMT 
To: "evewilsonmediator@tiscali.co.uk" <evewilsonmediator@tiscali.co.uk> 
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Subject: Bartestree & Lugwardine Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan 
Date: 14 January 2016 19:36:26 GMT 
To: evewilsonmediator@tiscali.co.uk,  
 
Dear Eve 
 
Wendy contacted me at the end of November asking for any comments our WI may have about 
the draft Neighbourhood Plan.  I put it to the members at the meeting in December and asked 
again today at our January meeting.  There were no specific suggestions from members except 
that they hoped it would be completed as soon as possible. 
 
John has asked me to pass on his comments when I contacted you.  He thinks it is an excellent 
document and congratulates all who worked over a prolonged period to produce it and hopes 
the Neighbourhood Plan proceeds to completion without too many further problems.  There is 
one comment, on page 7 in section 1.8 and on page 11 in section 3.8 there is a reference to 
'grade ll listed mansions' both of which have an *.  We could not find what this * refers to. 
 
yours sincerely 
!



19.  1. I have received and read the plan with interest. The committee have done much hard 
work on behalf of the Parish .I am pleased with the contents of the plan and look forward to the 
referendum in 2016. 
 
20.  I have received three drafts of the NDP, reflecting my qualification as a home owner, 
business owner and organiser of the Tennis facility for the village. 
  
The following comments reflect my opinion as all three of these.  
·         There is no denying the effort and time that has been put into the NDP and the 
dedication of those involved is to be commended. 
·         However there appears to be a presumption of no significant development and as such I 
wonder how representative of the community, rather than the noisy ‘NIMBY’ brigade, the 
process is. While I acknowledge that 60% of households responded to the Questionnaire, 
presuming some of these were not anti-development, it means that the ‘anti’ brigade do not 
necessarily reflect the majority (it being rather akin to courting pariah status by actually voicing 
positive opinions). However I do acknowledge that if only anti-developers speak up then only 
their voice will be heard. 
·         My particular concerns are: 
o   The plan focuses on 152 new properties as the maximum not the minimum 
o   The plan does not look forward enough to encourage the growth of the community 
o   The plan does not seem to accept the chronic shortage of housing in the country due to a 
lack of development over the last 40years 
o   With the planned University and expansion of Rotherwas more housing will be essential and 
many of the community would like their children to remain here but with a limited expansion of 
the housing stock this will not be possible. 
o   As such the plan fails to deliver on Core Objectives 3 and 5 
o   By focusing on a presumption of no-development, the NDP is immediately in contention 
with developers and local land owners 
o   By being in contention with developers it will be harder for the community to get the 
maximum benefit that collaboration would bring. The INCA development is a perfect example 
of how working with a developer provides not only progress on much needed housing but also 
additional facility for the community 
o   The focus on the historic delineation between Lugwardine and Bartestree is completely 
false. Bartestree runs from the crossroads down Longworth Lane to the old Convent – it is 
Hagley that historically ran westwards along the A438 from Bartestree crossroads and that has 
already been subsumed by Bartestree. It is therefore not only historically incorrect but also 
rather hypocritical to be concerned about the separation of Bartestree and Lugwardine. 
o   One the many complaints from the community is the lack of facilities – but this is caused by 
not enough people to use them. The New Inn has closed, the full-time post office has closed, 
the bus route is sporadic, the school is full of pupils from outside the local community, the 
wonderful tennis facility provided by St Mary’s School is used by 4families, the PC, PFA and 
Village Hall committees are staffed by volunteers who have been there for 10yrs plus – 
because there is a limited pool of people to replace them. 
o   The drawing of the settlement boundaries is so narrow and restrictive to be regressive. 
o   Policy BL1 on Housing Design highlights the need to incorporate locally distinctive features 
– this is rather spurious as demonstrated by the recent application for development next to the 
White House where it was noted that there is no locally distinctive feature. 
o   A limited expansion would not affect the rural feel of the community 
  
  



·         In summary while I repeat that I do recognise the effort put into the Draft NDP, I do feel it 
has missed an opportunity to shape a progressive, thriving and growing community in favour 
of maintaining the status quo. 
 
21. To: Eve Wilson 
     Parish Clerk, Bartestree with Lugwardine Group Parish Council. 
Re: Comments on the Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan. 
While appreciating the need for more housing in the two villages, we are generally 
disappointed in the revised siting of the Settlement Boundary in both Bartestree and 
Lugwardine. 
We have serious concerns that even if smaller developments are permitted, the local 
infrastructure, e.g., Drainage, Sewerage, Water etc will not be adequate; and, generally, 
will the local school be able to cope with added numbers of children. 
 
Serious consideration also needs to be taken re any Development having access onto 
single lane roads; visibility and Road Safety will be seriously compromised. 
 
In the draft plan, it is not clear whether any development will be allowed in a 
conservation area, and, what the views of the Parish Council are on this subject. 
 
22. On 18 Jan 2016, at 13:25, 
 
We write to support the conclusions of the Neighbourhood Development Plan.  We 
would like to thank the group responsible for its production and the time and effort that 
they have put into it.  There has been extensive consultation and the resulting plan is a 
reasonable compromise between the competing interests of the parish and the wider 
needs of Herefordshire. 
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Request from Owner to include a Site within new Settlement Boundaries. 
 
 
Dear Mrs. Wilson.  

Bartestree with Lugwardine Draft Neighbourhood Plan 
Further to our telephone conversation on 4th January and your very helpful 
comments, I now enclose a request to the Steering Group of the 
Neighbourhood plan that the field marked on the enclosed map in blue should 
be included in the settlement round Bartestree convent and the houses at 
Bartestree cross Roads. I would be grateful if you would ask the steering 
Committee to consider this amendment. 
As I explained, the field is jointly owned by my five children, and by my 
husband’s sister who lives in Canada. I enclose copies of emails from all of 
these people, asking for the field to be included in the plan, and giving my 
husband Henry Moore and me permission to act on their behalf' 
Thank you so much for your help in this matter, I look forward to hearing from 
you in due course. 
Yours sincerely,
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1. Introduction 

1.1 This representation has been made by CR Planning Solutions on behalf of Mrs D Patterson 
and is being made to the draft Regulation 14 version of the Bartestree and Lugwardine 
Neighbourhood Development Plan (BLNDP). 

1.2 The BLNDP has reached Regulation 14 and is now out to public consultation when 
representations are invited for consideration by the steering group. This consultation ends 
on 18/01/16. 

1.3 The BLNDP has to meet four basic conditions which include: 

 Having regard to national planning policy. 
 Being in conformity with the strategic policy of the development plan. 
 Contributing to the achievement of sustainable development. 
 Being compatible with EU obligations and Human Rights. 

1.4 This representation welcomes certain aspects of the BLNDP, however, has a number of 
concerns which are outlined in section 4. This representation will demonstrate that the 
Plan as written does not fully meet the basic conditions. 

1.5 To address these concerns this representation seeks an amendment to the settlement 
boundary to include a relatively small area of land, owned by Mrs Patterson, to the rear of 
New Rents, Lugwardine. Inclusion of this site, within the settlement boundary, for a small 
sensitively designed housing scheme would ensure flexibility is built into delivering a 
resilient BLNDP which is plan-led, giving complete clarity and certainty on where and how 
Lugwardine and Bartestree can jointly deliver all of their minimum housing requirement 
and fulfil their role as a main focus for growth within the two Parishes.  

2. Adopted Herefordshire Core Strategy 

2.1 As stated above, the BLNDP is required to be in conformity with the adopted Core 
Strategy for Herefordshire and plan positively to support local development as per 
paragraph 16 of the NPPF.  

2.2 Paragraph 4.8.26 of the Core Strategy states that Neighbourhood Plans will be the 
principle mechanism by which new rural housing will be identified, allocated and 
managed. It goes onto say that the proportional growth target for each Parish provides 
the basis for the minimum level of new housing that will be accommodated in each 
neighbourhood plan.  

2.3 Bartestree and Lugwardine have been identified in Policy RA2 as settlements to 
accommodate future growth to meet the housing needs of the Parishes. In meeting Policy 
RA2 development should be located within or adjacent to the main built up area and result 
in a high quality sustainable scheme. 

2.4 During the plan period 2011-2031, the Parishes are required to deliver a minimum growth 
figure which equates to 18% of the current number of dwellings in the Parish, a total of 
152 new dwellings. As set out in paragraph 4.8.11 of the Core Strategy the rural housing 
target provided is a minimum and these figures should not be seen as a cap on 
development. This ensures the Core Strategy is a positive plan which supports local 



development and is meeting the requirements of the NPPF which seeks development 
plans to boost significantly the supply of housing to meet the needs of the market and not 
to restrict growth. 

 
BLNDP - Areas of Support 

3.1 There are several aspects of the BLNDP which are welcomed. These relate to: 

 the need for the Plan to be prepared in conformity with the National Planning Policy 
Framework and the Herefordshire Core Strategy  

 the need to plan positively for development reflecting the requirements of the NPPF. 
 The need to meet the strategic development needs of the area  
 

 
 the provision of housing to meet the needs of the diverse and growing community in a 

manner that is appropriate to the character of the village and its countryside setting.   

3.2 This representation supports these positive and sound starting points, however, has 
concerns that these are not fully followed through into the detail of the BLNDP. These 
concerns are provided below in section 4.  

4. Meeting the Basic Conditions  

4.1 The following areas of concern are raised: 

housing development. 

 
4.2 In recognising the need to plan positively at the outset of the Plan it is concerning to note, 

particularly given the market interest in the area, that the Plan at section 1.3 has viewed 
the minimum housing target of 152 dwellings for the two settlements of Bartestree and 
Lugwardine as its maximum requirement. This position is contrary to the Core Strategy 
as identified in section 2 of this representation and as stated in the BLNDP
Objectives, which both refer to the target figure of 152 as being a minimum figure.  

4.3 The BLNDP Vision states, Sustainable housing development will have been provided by 
a mix of large and small scale developments increasing the number of dwellings by a 
minimum of 152 using designs that blend appropriately with existing housing stock and 
will have been absorbed by the community .  

4.4 There is therefore an inconsistency in terms of and the more 
restrictive approach taken to housing delivery in the s policies. This puts the 
BLNDP at risk of not delivering on its stated Vision.  

High dependency on Planning Commitments 

4.5 It is noted that of the required 152 dwellings a total of 145 dwellings have either been 
approved or constructed. The BLNDP states that the majority of these units are accounted 
for within planning commitments  

4.6 The Plan is therefore heavily dependent on delivery of all of its current commitments to 
meet its minimum housing requirement and has assumed that these will all come forward 



as consented. Given this position, it is of concern that the Plan has not built in a degree 
of flexibility to address under delivery of sites or address the potential for permissions to 
lapse. A lapse rate of between 5% - 10% is a figure recognised by local planning 
authorities, which based on a commitment figure of say 140 units, would leave a residual 
to address of around 7- 14 additional units. This approach to housing supply would ensure 
delivery of a flexible and resilient plan and address the concerns of a Plan so reliant on 
delivery of all of its current commitments.  

 

Windfall 

4.7  It is also noted that the Plan anticipates the remainder of its minimum requirement (7   
units) to be delivered through windfall opportunity and does not seek a further housing 
allocation in the BLNDP.  To again strengthen the BLNDP and provide certainty to the 
community and the Local Planning Authority on how and where these additional units will 
be provided it is recommended that an additional small site is included which would 
address this issue as well as the points made in paragraph 4.6. Inclusion of an additional 
small housing site would help to deliver a more resilient plan, provide greater certainty 
and a degree of flexibility. This in turn would ensure that the BLNDP was fully compliant 
with the NPPF, the Core Strategy and was able to demonstrate how it met, in full, its 
minimum requirement with respect to housing delivery.   

 

Approach to development in the Conservation Area 

4.8 There is further concern over the approach taken in Policy BL8 of the BLNDP. This Policy 
states that within the Conservation Area of Lugwardine, new development would only be 
permitted in exceptional circumstances. It is noted that no definition of an exceptional 
circumstance is provided. However, putting this to one side, the restrictive approach to 
development within the Conservation Area is contrary to para 137 of the NPPF. This 
states that plans should look for opportunities for new development within Conservation 
Areas and within the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their 
significance. It goes onto state that proposals which preserve those elements of the 
setting that make a positive contribution to or better reveal the significance of the asset 
should be treated favourably. In addition, Policy LD4 of the Core Strategy states that 
development proposals affecting heritage assets should preserve or enhance heritage 
assets and their settings. It is recommended that a more positive approach to 

ign 
the plan to both the local and national plan policy position. 

Summary   

4.9 It is acknowledged that a large proportion of the Parishes housing requirement has been 
accounted for primarily through its current commitments. However, to address the points 
raised in section 4, strengthen the resilience and flexibility of the BLNDP and build in 
further certainty on where and how the Parishes minimum housing requirement is fully 
met over the Plan period it is recommended that the settlement boundary is amended to 
include land to the Rear of New Rents as a suitable site for residential development. The 
Plan at Appendix A shows the current settlement boundary as per the draft BLNDP and 
Appendix B shows the amendment sought through this representation. 



5. Land to the Rear of New Rents, Lugwardine. 

5.1 Land to the Rear of New Rents presents a highly sustainable development opportunity 
adjacent to the built form of Lugwardine which would ensure a deliverable housing site 
and help to provide affordable housing and community benefit as well as provide certainty 
that the housing needs of the area will be met.  

5.2 This 1 hectare site is currently used as grazing land and forms a flat, well contained site 
enclosed by fencing which could accommodate in the region of 12 dwellings. The site is 
of a proportional size, is able to deliver a mix of housing including bungalows and 
affordable homes to meet local needs and would represent a relatively low density of 
development.  

5.3 Housing abuts three sides of the site in addition to the graveyard . 
The site is therefore well related to the built form, and forms a logical rounding off of the 
settlement. In addition, the relative containment of the site would help mitigate any visual 
impact of new development within the Conservation Area. 

5.4 The site was assessed over 5 years ago through the SHLAA process and was not 
considered suitable primarily due to the lack of an access into the site and heritage issues 
relating to the setting of the Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) located to the north of 
the site and the Conservation Area. Five years later, these constraints have been 
addressed and the site is now considered suitable, available and achievable for a 
sensitively designed housing development of approximately 12 units. An access solution 
to the site can be delivered and a heritage statement will be prepared which will inform 
the scheme layout to ensure the requirements of paragraph 137 are met in full and the 
proposal preserves those setting elements that make a positive contribution to the SAM. 

5.5  A sensitive low density layout is proposed which incorporates generous areas of open 
space, respects its position in the Conservation Area, fully addresses the setting of the 
SAM and the amenity of adjoining residential properties.  

5.6 In addition, it should be recognised that altering the settlement boundary at this point will 
not undermine the key aims of the boundary which are as stated in section 1.6 of the 
BLNDP to (i) prevent coalescence between the settlements thus preserving their historic 
separate identity and (ii) to prevent further incursion into open countryside. 

6. Conclusion 

6.1 This representation respectfully seeks the support of the BLNDP steering group to include 
the highly sustainable development opportunity, Land to the Rear of New Rents, within 
the settlement boundary of Lugwardine and identify the site as suitable for a small 
residential development to include affordable houses.  

6.2 Including this site would ensure that the Plan can fully account for its minimum housing 
requirement and provides both certainty and a degree of flexibility to help address 
concerns over any lapse in the delivery of its committed housing sites. This will ensure 
the plan is robust in providing for the housing needs of the Parishes over the plan period 
and is in full conformity with the Core Strategy and the NPPF. 
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Date: 18 January 2016  
Our ref:  172270 
Your ref: Bartestree with Lugwardine 
  

 
Mrs Eve Wilson 
Parish Clerk 
Bartestree with Lugwardine Group Parish Council 
 
BY EMAIL ONLY 

 
 Customer Services 
 Hornbeam House 
 Crewe Business Park 
 Electra Way 
 Crewe 
 Cheshire 
 CW1 6GJ 
 
 T 0300 060 3900 
  

Dear Mrs Wilson 
 
Re: Bartestree with Lugwardine Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) 
 
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated and received by Natural England on 23 
November 2015. 
 
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the 
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future 
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.  
 
Bartestree with Lugwardine Neighbourhood Plan  
A section of the River Wye Special Area of Conservation (SAC) / Site of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI) forms the western and southern boundary of the plan area. Currently the draft neighbourhood 
plan does not mention this fundamentally important landscape and semi-natural habitat feature. As 
long as the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) is in line with the Herefordshire Core Strategy  
the NDP can rely on the policies within the core strategy to ensure no likely significant effects on this 
Internationally important designated site.  We would advise you consider making reference to the 
adopted Herefordshire Local Plan (Core Strategy) and the policies within it that protect the River Wye 
SAC/SSSI. 
 
BL1 Housing Design Criteria 
We welcome the reference to open and greenspace, landscape features e.g. trees, hedges, ponds 
and orchards, green infrastructure, Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) and lighting design. You 
may also wish to note research which indicates that green roofs/living roofs can: 

 reduce run-off and thereby the risk of surface water flooding; 
 reduce the requirement for heating and air-conditioning;  
 and provide habitat for wildlife.  

Further information can be found here: http://livingroofs.org/. 
  
However draft policies BL2 Extensions & BL6 Redundant rural buildings do not mention 
consideration of wildlife.  
 
Proposals relevant to these draft policies may present opportunities to incorporate features such as 
roosting opportunities for bats, the installation of bird nest boxes or the use of native species in 
landscape planting and we advise including within a green infrastructure policy the requirement for 
ecological enhancements (please see below – BL9 - Protecting green spaces). 
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https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy/core-strategy/adopted-core-strategy
http://livingroofs.org/


 
 
 
 
BL8 Conserving historic character 
We note that this draft policy mentions parkland and wildlife habitats and we propose that it may be 
helpful to specify which types of habitat and/or specific sites e.g. ancient woodland or local wildlife 
sites. We advise including policy to protect specifically priority habitat (for example the traditional 
orchards, parkland and deciduous woodland) and other environmental assets in the area to preserve 
and enhance the existing eco-system network (please also see advice on BL9 Protecting green 
spaces  - below).   
 
BL9 Protecting green spaces 
This policy appears to focus on formal recreation spaces and churchyards.   An opportunity may exist 
to expand this policy to include more about green infrastructure, in order to protect existing green 
infrastructure within the boundary of the plan area and to promote creation of new green 
infrastructure if new development proposals come forward. Such green infrastructure could include 
protection and creation of traditional orchards, woodland and wildlife corridors and other 
environmental assets in the area to preserve and expand the existing ecosystem network. You may 
find it helpful to refer to the Herefordshire Green Infrastructure Study (2010). 
 
Multi-functional green infrastructure is important to underpin the overall sustainability of a 
development by performing a range of functions including flood risk management, the provision of 
accessible green space, climate change adaptation and supporting biodiversity. An example of a 
green infrastructure provision is sustainable drainage systems. These can deliver benefits for people 
and for wildlife and make a valuable contribution to the local green infrastructure network. Actions 
such as re-naturalising watercourses can also bring multifunctional benefits, including benefiting flood 
attenuation. Woodland planting can also help mitigate flooding, see Woodland for Water: Woodland 
measures for meeting Water Framework Directive objectives for further information. 
    
Proposals may present opportunities to incorporate features such as roosting opportunities for bats, 
the installation of bird nest boxes or the use of native species in the landscape planting and we 
advise including within a green infrastructure policy the requirement for ecological enhancements. 
 
 
We would be happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime you have any 
queries please do not hesitate to contact us.  
 
For any queries relating to the specific advice in this letter only please contact Gillian Driver on 0300 
060 4335. For any new consultations, or to provide further information on this consultation please 
send your correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk. 
 
We really value your feedback to help us improve the service we offer. We have attached a feedback 
form to this letter and welcome any comments you might have about our service.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Antony Muller!
Lead Adviser 
Sustainable Development and Wildlife Team - North Mercia  
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http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http:/www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/biodiversity/protectandmanage/habsandspeciesimportance.aspx
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605090108/http:/www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningdevelopment/greeninfrastructure/default.aspx
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/media/5387431/herefordshire_green_infrastructure_strategy.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/.../scho0711btyr-e-e.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/.../scho0711btyr-e-e.pdf
mailto:consultations@naturalengland.org.uk
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